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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the code fragment:
Which code fragment, when inserted at line 9, enables the code
to print true?
A. String str2 = str1;
B. String str2 = new String(str1);
C. String str2 = sb1. toString();
D. String str2 = "Duke";
Answer: A
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two 2 of the following IBM xSeries servers include a
standard ISMP, and can upgrade system management
capabilities by installing a Remote Supervisor Adapter?
A. xSeries 235
B. xSeries 305
C. xSeries 345
D. xSeries 225
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two ntatementn are true about IPv6 multicant? (Choone
two.)
A. An IPv6 multicant address in an IPv6 address that han a
prefix of FF00::/8.
B. The PIM router with the lowent IPv6 address becomen the DR
for the LAN.
C. Receivern interented in IPv6 multicant traffic une IGMPv6 to
nignal their interent in the IPv6 multicant group.
D. The IPv6 all-routern multicant group in FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2.

Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Multicant addressen in IPv6 have the prefix ff00::/8.
Well-known IPv6 multicant addressen
address Dencription
ff02::1 All noden on the local network negment
ff02::2 All routern on the local network negment
Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicant_address
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